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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The World of Animal Motion

When I met my wife for the first time, she brought along a brown toy 
poodle named Jerry. He was a Valentine’s gift from her ex- boyfriend, 
and he proved the perfect subject for my next scientific experiment. I 
spent a great deal of time putting sticky notes on Jerry’s fur and film-
ing him with a high- speed camera. Jerry did not like his stickers very 
much and tried to bite them off. If the stickers were on the top of his 
head or neck, he had another method to remove them. He shook his 
body and head back and forth several times, making me take a step 
back (Plate 1). His brown curls flew, sending dust and fleas in every 
direction, along with my stickers. This neat little trick, called the wet- 
dog shake, looked like a silly, useless act.

As I analyzed the high speed films, I learned that Jerry’s shake gen-
erated accelerations up to 12 times earth’s gravity, higher than the ac-
celeration of a Formula One race car as it turns a corner. When I gave 
Jerry a bath, I found his shake could remove up to 70 percent of the 
water contained in his fur. It took only a fraction of a second, whereas 
our laundry machines take minutes to perform comparably. How is the 
wet dog shake so effective?

My student Andrew Dickerson and I built a wet- dog simulator, a 
rotating column that spun a clipping of Jerry’s fur at the same rates we 
observed. A camera was attached to the spinning frame so we could see 
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drops releasing from patches of fur as it was spun. It was like we had 
a front- row seat to the water ejection process. On our wet- dog simula-
tor, 12 times earth’s gravity was the minimal acceleration to remove 
the smallest drops from the fur. This regime exactly coincided with the 
acceleration that Jerry was generating.

To find out if Jerry was alone in his ability to shake water, I scoured 
Atlanta for the biggest range of animals I could find, taking trips to 
laboratories on campus, the local park, and the Atlanta Zoo. Over the 
course of the next few years, the zoo would grow accustomed to strange 
research requests, such as, “Can we come film your pandas shaking off 
water?” Ultimately, we gathered high speed films of animals across a 
10,000- fold range in body mass, from a mouse to a bear. Bears shake 
at four times per second, dogs at four to seven times per second, rats at 
18 times per second, and mice at a dizzying 29 times per second. The 
blink of a human eye would miss over 10 shakes of a mouse. Why do 
smaller animals shake more times per second? A smaller animals has 
a smaller radius, which causes it to generate less centripetal force. In 
order to generate the same drop- releasing forces as a larger animal, it 
must spin faster.

Jerry’s owner brought me a lifetime of love and two wonderful chil-
dren, who later would also become unknowing subjects in my experi-
ments. I’ll tell you more about our adventures in the coming chapters. 
But I give credit to Jerry the brown toy poodle for buying me a ticket 
to my scientific obsession, the world of animal motion.

* * *

Animals may look quite different, but they share one thing in common: 
they must move in order to survive. Movement evolved for a simple 
reason: the requirement for energy. It is one of the things that distin-
guishes animals from plants, which are generally sedentary. Plants are 
known as autotrophs, or self- nourishing, because they make their own 
food using sunlight. For them, large- scale movement is unnecessary, 
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except for reproduction. In comparison, animals are heterotrophs, and 
obtain their energy by continually seeking out and consuming food. 
Plant- eaters move to forage, and predators move to give chase. Be it 
predator or prey, fast and responsive movements are one way to avoid 
being eaten. Yet, the more energy they expend moving, the more ani-
mals need to eat, to replenish their energy supply. Thus, animals often 
push the envelope in terms of speed, economy, and maneuverability.

Animal movement also involves navigating a variety of environ-
ments. It’s easy to forget how difficult it is to deal with natural envi-
ronments. We fly over them with ease in our airplanes, or drive miles 
and miles without a second thought. In contrast, consider the pigeon. 
A pigeon flying from A to B might encounter vortices or other turbu-
lence in the air that can blow it off its intended course. The air it flies 
through is filled with obstacles such as the branches of a tree, which 
themselves might be rattled back and forth by the wind. You might 
think that such difficulties are specific to air travel, but animals on the 
ground have it just as hard. A salamander traveling from A to B might 
encounter twigs, forest litter, or mud on its way. It may even have to 
transition amphibiously from land to water in order to lay its eggs in a 
wet environment.

A changing world creates changing conditions for animals as they 
move. Animal movement must change from night to day, and from 
season to season. Animals face rain, sleet, and snow. Starting in spring, 
bees gather pollen, and they can become completely covered in it, as 
they go from flower to flower. In addition to being covered by inani-
mate materials, animals must deal with crowding by fellow members 
of their species. Consider a dense flock of pigeons or a school of fish: 
like us, they face traffic jams on the search for food.

Although moving from A to B is important, another type of move-
ment occurs on a smaller scale, and is equally important for survival. 
Animals transport matter into and out of themselves, a critical part 
of eating and waste production. We don’t often think about such 
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movements because we live in a built world, having designed tools 
like spoons and shovels to transport matter. In nature, animals ma-
nipulate matter with their own body parts. A dog laps water using 
its soft tongue and an elephant picks up fruit using its long flexible 
trunk. Animals live in a world of parasites, such as ticks and fleas, and 
grooming can be a matter of life and death. One way to combat these 
parasites is through animal movement, often with body parts. The cat 
tongue is like a hairbrush, but it is also much more. It is covered in an 
array of sharp spikes containing a U- shaped cavity at the tip that can 
spontaneously imbibe saliva and release it on contact with the indi-
vidual hairs that it encounters.

Animal motion is all around us. It is the principal way animals get 
things done in the world. How did such a diversity of animal move-
ments come about?

The variety of animal motion is made possible by a single common 
thread, evolution. Evolution functions as a deceptively simple but 
powerful algorithm. Organisms reproduce, making imperfect copies 
of themselves— that is, offspring that are different from their parents. 
If some of this variation improves an organism’s ability to survive or 
reproduce, and if this variation can be passed on to that organism’s 
offspring, then over time the population will evolve and adapt. It’s a 
simple idea, yet few imagine the sheer variety evolution has created 
over the 3.5 billion years it has been at work.

All types of animal movement, no matter how bizarre, emerged 
through the process of evolution. Walking on water is one fascinating 
example. Insects evolved around 400 million years ago, and 300 mil-
lion years later, terrestrial insects and spiders began to colonize the 
water surface. This migration helped them to avoid predators, to find 
new sources of food and safe places to hatch their young. The most 
primitive surviving water- walkers, the Velia or water treaders, look 
quite similar to the bugs from which they evolved. Like many land 
insects, they use their six legs to walk in a manner similar to an ant, 
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on the tips of their feet. This motion is not very effective on water, 
and they move frantically and with little progress, as if perpetually 
slipping on ice. Moreover, their slow gait restricts them to being close 
to shore. These primitive water- walkers inhabit shallows where duck-
weed and other emerging vegetation gives them areas to climb onto 
for safety.

Over time, the middle legs of the water- walkers evolved to be lon-
ger, conferring on the water- walkers a distinct advantage over walk-
ing on the tips of their feet. Eventually their legs became so long that 
they could act like oars. This new species, called the water strider, can 
row like a rowboat, balancing on its remaining legs as pontoons for 
support. It’s a highly effective gait, and such insects are nearly impos-
sible to catch by hand. In turn, the water striders became so special-
ized at moving on the water surface that they move slowly on land, 
awkwardly dragging their canoe- like legs behind them. There is no 
turning back for the water striders. The water surface has become their 
permanent home.

Invertebrates were not alone in evolving the ability to walk on 
water. The Jesus Christ lizard, or basilisk lizard, is green with white 
dots, and large yellow eyes. It moves like a normal lizard except that it 
can run on water in short bursts if frightened. It has long fringed toes 
that it uses to slap the water surface and support its weight. Similarly, 
the western grebe, a black and white bird with red eyes, also runs on 
water, despite weighing up to ten times as much as a basilisk lizard. 
In elaborate mating displays called “rushing,” males run across water 
distances up to 50 meters in order to attract females. Even after mates 
are selected, male and female birds will run across water together to 
reinforce pair bonding. Both the lizards and the birds are constrained 
by their evolutionary origins. While the smallest vertebrates are insect- 
sized, the basilisk lizards and western grebes have internal bones, mak-
ing them too large and heavy to walk on water effortlessly like water 
striders, which have exoskeletons.
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Humans cannot overcome their evolutionary origins either: our feet 
are simply too small to support our weight upon the water surface. 
Leonardo da Vinci conceived of kayak sized floats that could be worn 
on one’s feet. With the aid of poles with floats at their tips, one could 
carefully cross- country ski on water. Even with the aid of such tools, 
however, we could never run across water like the basilisk lizard. 
Our muscles simply do not generate enough power to push the water 
fast enough to support our weight. Evolution is both a blessing and a 
curse: it causes many animals to specialize their locomotion in par-
ticular media, such as air, land, or water. Evolution, for example, has 
made us extremely energy-conserving when walking on land, but quite 
awkward when walking on water. Water striders have the opposite 
problem— elegant on water, and clumsy on land.

* * *

The study of animal motion is not new— in fact it has at least a four- 
hundred- year history. Questions about animal propulsion were around 
long before we had the equipment to carefully study them. One of 
the first to ask these questions was Leonardo da Vinci, who dissected 
animals and humans in secret. Leonardo’s sketchbooks are filled with 
equal parts drills and helicopters and anatomical drawings of animals, 
as if they too were machines. At the time, many people believed in vi-
talism, that living things had a soul, which had never been observed or 
measured, yet made them inherently alive. In contrast, Leonardo took 
a logical rather than mysterious view of the world. His big idea was 
that the scientific method could make sense of anything around him, 
no matter how mysterious.

A book that is credited with drawing mathematicians and non- 
biologists to animal motion was On Growth and Form, written in 1915, 
but delayed in publication till 1917 due to the First World War. Its 
author was D’Arcy Thompson, a Scottish biologist and pioneer of math-
ematical biology. His thesis was that biologists had not sufficiently 
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emphasized the influence of mechanics and physical laws on the shapes 
and growth of organisms. His book provided mathematical descrip-
tions of the shape of fish, birds, and mammals. The book was flawed 
because Thompson had not accepted Darwin’s theory of natural selec-
tion. Nevertheless, it inspired generations of artists and scientists to 
cross disciplines, to begin using mathematics to describe the shapes of 
animals. A new take on animal morphology began, where biologists 
used mathematics to describe the shape of animals such as fish, which 
evolved into shapes as different as an elongated pike and a flat floun-
der. Describing these shapes was an important first step to understand-
ing animal motion because the shapes of animals greatly influence the 
forces they feel and create as they move through fluids.

Biologists continued to use mechanics, giving rise to a new disci-
pline called biomechanics. Cambridge zoologist Sir James Gray is argu-
ably the father of modern biomechanics, the study of the physics of 
animal movement and shape. Today, biomechanics is not as clear- cut 
an area as it was then, as it now intersects with studies of microscopic 
things such as the biophysics of the cell and with human- centered top-
ics such as exercise physiology. But for the purpose of this book, the 
biomechanics of animals is a field that indeed began with Gray. In the 
1930s, Gray conducted the first studies of the swimming of fish and 
dolphins. In calculating the power that a dolphin would need to swim, 
he came to the startling conclusion that dolphins should not be able to 
swim. This controversy, which became known as Gray’s Paradox, con-
tinued to draw non- biologists to the study of animal motion. It drew 
mathematicians, such as Sir James Lighthill, who were interested in 
understanding the body motions that made fish swim quickly or with 
low energy use.

The study of animal motion was energized by the advent of technol-
ogy that enabled sharper images of animals. In the 1930s, electrical 
engineer Harold Edgerton popularized the use of strobe photography 
to capture high- speed motion. Decades later the commercialization 
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of computers led to the use of high- speed cameras and computer al-
gorithms that could automatically track fish and the fluid flows be-
hind them. The digital era led to further progress in robotics, and new 
manufacturing technologies like 3D printing. The latter is an especially 
important tool that is becoming widespread among scientists studying 
animal movement. We will discuss 3D printing in the context of artifi-
cial shark scales in Chapter 4.

Today, the gradual merging of scientific disciplines has been a key 
part of progress in animal motion research. Fluid mechanics students 
eagerly take courses in fish anatomy. Roboticists designing robotic 
climbers read the classical work of German physiologists who first 
studied how insects grip surfaces. Material scientists bring biomateri-
als like oyster shells into their labs to crush them and examine them 
with microscopes. In many ways, biological techniques and practices 
are becoming more widely accepted and of greater interest to other 
fields. These fields in turn are infusing biology with new ideas and 
high- tech tools, leading to ways of doing science that were not possible 
just twenty years ago. In my mind, this marks a turning point in how 
animal motion is studied.

The goal of this book is to introduce readers to the world of animal 
movement and to the scientists who study it. I pay particular atten-
tion to key concepts that scientists use to understand the diversity of 
animal movement, showing that just a few physical concepts can give 
an intuitive understanding of a number of animal shapes and move-
ments. Along the way, I hope to show that studying animal movement 
will lead to solutions to difficult problems of societal importance, such 
as designing more effective propellers or building robots to care for 
the elderly.

Most books on animal movement characterize animals according to 
the media that they live in, such as air, water, or land. Others sepa-
rate animals into gait types such as walking, jumping, swimming, or 
flying. I’ve avoided these approaches, and instead focus on the broad 
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physical principles at work. By focusing on principles, I can group 
seemingly disparate animals together. This is the rationale behind 
grouping sharks and eyelashes together in Chapter 4: they both involve 
fine surface textures that affect flows. Focusing on physical principles 
allows me to group animals and robots together. This is the rationale 
for putting walking robots and swimming fish together in Chapter 5: 
they both transfer energy in ways that reduce their energy use in pro-
pulsion. Another way to say this is that they have high fuel economy or 
gas mileage. However, I will avoid using the word “efficiency” in this 
text because engineers considering efficiency to only be non zero if an 
animal is climbing a hill. Only then is an animal doing work against a 
force, in this case gravity. Going on flat ground at constant speed can’t 
be described by efficiency because it doesn’t actually require doing any 
work. Although this idea may be against your intuition, I will discuss 
how Newton’s laws make it the case in Chapter 5. I believe a focus on 
principles rather than appearance will lead to thinking about animals 
in new and useful ways.

As you will see, this book is heavily focused on fluid mechanics, the 
physics of fluid motion such as the motion of air and water. Water con-
stitutes more than 70 percent of the surface of our planet. As a result, a 
good number of animals have adapted to move through it. At the same 
time, many animals are composed of 70 percent water and must con-
sume water on a daily basis. As a result, animals possess a number of in-
ternal bodily processes to facilitate the motion of fluids on their insides. 
Animals produce fluids such as saliva to moisten their food, or urine 
to excrete wastes. We’ll discuss urination in Chapter 3 when we talk 
certain body and organ shapes that are effective at driving fluid flow.

I have also structured this book such that each chapter focuses on 
the stories of several key scientists. My goal is to convey the scientific 
process as if it were a mystery story. When I was younger, I loved read-
ing mystery books by Agatha Christie because I could follow her logic 
as she presented the details of each case. I also enjoyed reading about 
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the strange characters that brought the case to life. As we follow the 
scientists, we’ll encounter a number of characters. Sometimes these 
characters are the machines the scientists are working with, the wind 
tunnels and high- speed cameras. Other times, they are the team that 
is at work, with members from biology, engineering, and physics. I’ve 
done my best to showcase the team effort that is necessary to make 
science happen, but I often leave the spotlight on the main character 
for the sake of story. I’ve chosen studies that were done early in a sci-
entist’s career, so you can see what it’s like to embark on new territory. 
Since I’ve featured studies published in the years 2000 to 2018, a good 
number of these scientists may still be actively working, depending on 
when you are reading this book. Of course, no book on animal move-
ment would be complete without the animals themselves, which are 
sometimes not so cooperative in revealing their secrets.

American astronomer Carl Sagan once said, “Science is a way of 
thinking much more than it is a body of knowledge.” I hope that by 
following the journeys of a few select scientists, I can convey how they 
approach problems in animal motion. The details of this journey and 
the moment of discovery are often not contained in the scientists’ jour-
nal papers, which are cited in the bibliography. Instead, I came upon 
the material over a series of interviews I conducted with the scientists 
from 2015 to 2017. Moreover, all the material in this book has been 
read and verified by the featured scientists themselves. For them, the 
scientific process involves a number of key steps. They conceive of the 
idea that they want to test, and work to hone their idea into a well- 
defined question. Then they design and perform an experiment that 
answers this question. When possible, they follow up by building a 
device that tests the original concept. Headway is made by a combi-
nation of logical thinking, help from team members, hard work, and 
serendipity. How much of their success in making discoveries is indeed 
luck? The answer is, less than you would think. Louis Pasteur said, “In 
the fields of observation, chance favors only the prepared mind.” I try 
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to slow down the moment of discovery as much as possible, so that you 
can see the logical steps that led to this aha! moment. This moment of 
discovery is not so much a moment of genius, but a series of logical 
steps that led to a conclusion.

In this book, and in the field of animal movement, we take a de-
parture from much modern biology, which is focused on cellular and 
molecular science and model organisms, such as yeast, fruit flies, and 
mice. These animals are used because much is known about them, 
making tightly controlled studies possible. In contrast, scientists in this 
book study animals for the opposite reason, because so little is known 
about them. The flying snake must be captured in the rain forests of 
Singapore, the humble cockroach must be raised in the lab and fed like 
a pet. Be it an obscure animal or a disgusting one, these animals can 
reveal physical principles that can lead to broader claims about move-
ment, relevant not just to animals but also to robots.

The word robota— in Czech, literally, “forced laborer”— was intro-
duced in 1920 by Czech playwright Karel Čapek. Since the computer 
era, the field of robotics has expanded rapidly, and has been tasked with 
working beyond the factory floor. Automation is particularly difficult 
on rugged terrain, which covers much of our planet. Even the insides 
of our houses are filled with a variety of terrain, including carpet, hard-
wood floors, piles of clothes, and children’s toys. These places are too 
unpredictable, too ridden with obstacles for wheels to work. Instead, 
some believe a legged robot might be the best strategy for movement. 
And if we are looking to legs, studies of animals can be of great use.

Studying animals can also teach us about the importance of body size, 
which can in turn influence how we design machines. In physics, bigger 
is different. As animals grow, certain forces that were previously negligi-
ble become important. For example, large animals simply cannot afford 
to fall down because they will be easily hurt. But as animals get smaller, 
their bones appear to be effectively stronger due to the physics of scal-
ing. This is why fleas can jump 120 times their body length without 
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being injured. Such invincibility at small sizes gives small animals a 
wider range of behaviors. Small animals are naturally more robust, so 
much so that they regularly crash into objects without damage. These 
fundamental issues of animal movement apply to machines as well. By 
understanding how animals of different sizes move differently, we can 
gain intuition into how to design machines of different size.

* * *

I start this book with my own beginning in the study of animal mo-
tion, investigating how insects can walk on water, the subject of my 
doctoral thesis. For this book, this seemed like a good place to start 
because such insects are so common. Across ponds, lakes, and streams, 
they leisurely stand on the water surface. We don’t give them a second 
thought, but clearly they are a feat of nature. To understand the water 
striders, I learned to use a high- speed camera, a tool important to the 
study of animal movement that captures movements too fast for the 
human eye to see. I’ll introduce the concept of surface tension, a ten-
dency of a fluid surface to minimize its surface area. Surface tension is 
responsible for forming the shape of a water drop and supporting an 
insect’s weight as it walks on water. I’ll also introduce the concept of 
surface texture, in examining the hairy coating on the water strider’s 
legs that makes the water strider water- repellent. Along the way to 
understanding these insects, I met a talented mechanical engineer, who 
built a robotic water strider. Chapter 1 sets the stage for the rest of the 
book in that it begins with a simple question about animal movement, 
and finishes with a proof of concept, here the construction of a device 
that can walk on water. It also shows how welcoming the field of ani-
mal motion can be to those with no training in biology.

Chapter 2 begins after my doctoral thesis, when I went to New York 
City to spend my postdoctoral years studying the motion of snakes. 
There, I learned about how solid surfaces can interact with each other 
in surprising ways. It is this frictional interaction that permits a snake 
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to slither effortlessly over carpet and other seemingly uniform surfaces. 
Other animals can slither through sand and soil, as if they are swim-
ming through water. I placed this chapter after walking on water be-
cause moving through soil is just as incredible as walking on water. It 
takes us hours to dig a hole in soil just a few feet deep. However, ani-
mals with long, streamlined bodies can easily dive down through sand. 
In this chapter, we will also learn about another tool, X- ray high- speed 
video, that can image animals underground.

One of the important concepts in Chapter 2 is the idea of optimality, 
that certain body shapes are well suited for moving through a particu-
lar medium. This streamlined body shape makes motion through sand 
and mud possible. In Chapter 3, we dig deeper into optimality, discuss-
ing three animals with particular body shapes that are best for per-
forming some desired function. Of course, the process of evolution is 
not goal- directed, and animals carry with them a number of constraints 
that make it impossible to achieve perfection, also known as a global 
optimum. However, in the examples presented, we find that animals are 
good at dealing with the cards that they have been dealt.

Now that we have zoomed out and looked at the broad form of ani-
mals, it’s time to zoom back in, to the world of the small, in Chapter 4. 
We are not accustomed to looking at small features on large objects. 
For instance, a car’s shape is recognizable, but how often do we hold a 
magnifying glass to its surface? This is where nature departs from the 
built world. An animal grows by the reproduction of individual cells, 
which generates not just the animal’s overall shape, but also intricate 
patterns on its surface. Growth is how a shark develops the fine scales 
on its surface, and how you grow eyelashes to protect your eyes. I’ll 
talk about the hydrodynamic properties of each of these fine structures.

One of the drivers of animal motion is the need to move with the 
highest fuel economy possible, to save energy for other activities. Es-
cape strategies, on the other hand, have a different need: speed, as in 
the fast escape stroke of the water strider or the C- start, the snapping 
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of a fish’s body like a whip when it is startled. These body motions, like 
sprints, involve high accelerations that rapidly convert fluid motion 
into heat. Nevertheless, being economical is important for any animal 
that must travel long distances. In Chapter 5, I discuss animals that can 
move using very little energy. I will introduce the concept of energy 
transfer, which is the main way that animals reduce their energy con-
sumption. We do the same when we walk: our legs act like pendulums 
that transfer energy from gravitational to kinetic energy. Fish push this 
idea to its limits by harvesting energy from their surroundings simi-
larly to the way a kite is pushed by the wind to move.

Thus far, we had not considered animals’ interactions with obstruc-
tions and other unfavorable conditions in their environment. Our built 
world tries to remove many of the obstructions around us to facilitate 
transportation; highways have been designed as smooth and straight as 
possible. In comparison, when a bee flies through a field to gather pol-
len, it is surrounded by thousands of plant stems, each of them waving 
in the wind. The bee’s solution is hard to believe. It simply crashes into 
the stems over and over on its way to find pollen. Its wings have spe-
cial crush- zones that store elastic energy like springs, bending without 
breaking. In Chapter 6, we’ll also talk about other injury- preventing 
strategies of insects, such as how mosquitoes survive a rainstorm.

I have focused so far on adaptations we can see, but in Chapter 7 we 
turn to adaptations that are under the hood— the nervous system. The 
nervous system is put to the test in particular in insect flight, where 
one of the most difficult tasks is to stay motionless, or hover. It is dif-
ficult for a fruit fly to hover, because the fruit fly’s body is inherently 
unstable. Like a sheet of paper, the fruit fly does not tend to fall straight 
when dropped. The fly is affected by the air currents that it itself gener-
ates as it falls. The nervous system works with the body to put hovering 
and other kinds of locomotion under automatic control. Automation 
makes animal motion repeatable and robust, with as little input from 
the animal as possible, like driving with cruise control.
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Thus far, we have considered how individual animals move. This ap-
proach is sufficient for solitary animals, but a good number of animals 
live in groups, the subject of Chapter 8. Flocks of starlings, packs of 
wolves, and colonies of ants are all examples of groups of animals that 
cooperate. Cooperation is a key innovation in the evolution of animals. 
Cooperation is so advantageous that once it evolves in an animal, it is 
there to stay. We discuss cooperation of fire ants and the engineering 
of cooperation in a swarm of 1000 robots.

I close the book with my thoughts about the future of animal mo-
tion. We are standing at an exciting point where changes are occurring 
very rapidly, both within the study of animal movement and in adjoin-
ing fields. Animals can now be captured with 3D technology, captur-
ing both their bodies and the positions of their bones. Technology is 
enabling robots to start to move in a lifelike manner, and at a size com-
parable to animals. Micro- fabrication is making possible insect- sized 
flying robots. Snakelike robots are being used in search and rescue op-
erations. New kinds of robots called biohybrids are composed of actual 
rat muscle tissue, but grown into un- ratlike shapes like the manta ray. 
With these exciting advances going on, I’ll discuss a few simple things 
you can do to participate in discovery and to help others better under-
stand and appreciate the field of animal motion research.

I hope you are as excited as I am to take a bird’s- eye view of animal 
movement. Writing about each of these areas in the book has changed 
me, as it has changed many of my colleagues. The German scientist 
Haike Vallery once told me that as soon as she started studying walk-
ing, she began to walk very slowly, considering every single move she 
made. I hope that as you read each chapter, it too will change the way 
you consider the world. Remember, science is not about answers. It is 
about a careful level of inquiry, a curiosity about the way the world 
works. Take this curiosity with you as you begin to explore the wide 
world of animal movement.
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animal(s): army ants, 187–92; boa con-

strictor, 33; bones in, 68–69; bumble-
bees, 142–47; Chrysopelea (flying 
snake), 76, 82, 83; cockroach, 147–50, 
153–54, 161–67; cooperation, 15; corn 
snakes, 33, 37–39; drivers of motion, 
13–14; fire ants, 180–87; fruit flies, 
158–61; gait types, 8; Gigantometra 
gigas (giant pond skater), 25; giraffes, 
90; growth of, 13; interactions with 
obstructions, 14; jellyfish, 69–76, 210; 
Labrador retriever, 42, plate 1; lamprey, 
167–74; mako shark, 100–101; mosqui-
toes, 139–42; movement, 8–9, 11–12; 

movement for survival, 2–6; nervous 
system, 14; Pleurodeles waltl (red-eyed 
newt), 174; polychaetes, 42, 47–48; 
sandfish, 48–51, 59, 210; technology 
enabling robots, 15; water striders, 
5, 6, 16–25, 27–30, 58, 95, 182, 210; 
yellow jacket wasps, 143–44, 146–47. 
See also army ants; cockroaches; fire 
ants; jellyfish; lamprey; polychaetes; 
sandfish; trout; water striders

animal motion: careers or jobs in, 212, 
213; field of, 12, 15, 108, 206, 213; 
research field, 206, 208–10; study of, 
6–15; wet-dog shake, 1–2, plate 1

anti-fouling, 113
ants. See army ants; fire ants
Archimedes’ law, 62, 70
army ants, 187–88; bridge of ants, 188, 

plate 12; colony, 189; construction of 
bridges, 190; Eciton burchellii, 188; 
potholefilling behavior of, 189–90; 
W-shaped bridge of, 190–92. See also 
fire ants

Arratia, Paulo, 209
Asimo, Honda’s walking robot, 25, 

125–26, 131
Atlanta Zoo, 2, 63, 90, 213
autotrophs, plants as, 2

Barthlott, Wilhelm, 29
basilisk lizard, 5, 24
Beal, David, 133–35
Beast Cam, 206–7
Bechert, D. W., 102
bees: collisions, 142–47; finding pollen, 

14. See also bumblebees; collisions
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Bergou, Attila, 160
Berman, Gordon, 160
Bernett, Lou, 204
biofouling, 98–99, 113
biomechanics, 7; of water striders, 19–20
Birkmeyer, Paul, 151
Blinov, Fyodor, 55
Bolero (Ravel), 90
bones, 68–69
Bordeaux University, 174
boundary layer, 97, 99
Brainerd, Beth, 207
Brennan, Anthony, 113
bristlebot, 194–95
Brotherhood of the Lamprey, 167–68, 174
Brown University, 120, 207
Buddhists, 29
bumblebees: collisions, 142–47; crumple 

zone, 143–44, 146–47
burrowers, 41–42
Bush, John, 18, 21, 24

Cabelguen, Jean-Marie, 174–75
Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), 30, 209
camels, eyelashes of, 94
Čapek, Karel, 11
Cartar, Ralph, 142
cavitation, 70
Cayley, George, 85, 86
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), 

139–40
center of mass, 116
central pattern generators (CPGs), lam-

prey, 169–73, 175–78
Childress, Steve, 156
Chong, Tom, 81
Christie, Agatha, 9
Chrysopelea (flying snake), 76, 82, 83
Chrysopelea paradisi (paradise tree 

snake), 76
clutch, 120
cockroaches: antenna in J-shape, 161, 

165–66; antennae of, 161–63, 165; 
climbing walls, 148–49; collapsibility of 
legs, 153–54; crushability of, 149–51; 
flexible joints of, 150; highspeed 
video camera, 149; multiple exposures 
of, running full speed in dark, 163; 
neural feedback, 164–65; Periplaneta 
americana, 147, 153; studying motion 

of, 148–50, 161–66; turning corners, 
162–63

coefficient of static friction, 36
Cohen, Itai, 158
Colin, Sean, 69, 72
Collins, Steve, 121, 123–25, 128–31, 138
collisions, 139; bees and wasps, 142–47; 

bumblebees and yellow jacket wasps, 
143–44, 146–47; cockroaches skit-
tering, 147–54; mosquitoes surviving 
rainstorms, 139–42

Combes, Stacey, 142–47
conservation of angular momentum, 129
conservation of momentum: fish swim-

ming, 23–24; hummingbird, 22–23
contragility, 101
control test, 106
cooperation, 15
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 213
Cornell Ranger, 124
Cornell University, 110, 124, 155
Costello, Jack, 69, 72
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sci-

ences, 30, 39
Cowan, Noah, 161–66
crack propagation: propulsion by, 45; 

worm’s strategy, 45–46
CRAM robot (compressible robot with 

articulated mechanisms), 153, 154
crumple zone, bumblebees and yellow 

jacket wasps, 143–44, 146–47
Crystalbond, 145
Cussler, Ed, 55
Cutkosky, Mark, 211

Dabiri, John, 69–76; jellyfish, 69–76
d’Alembert, Jean le Rond, 96
d’Alembert Paradox, 96
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency), 151
Darwin, Charles, 7, 42
DASH hexapedal robots, 151–52
da Vinci, Leonardo, 6
dead fish. See trout
Demir, Alican, 166
Denny, Mark, 19–20, 21
Denny’s Paradox, 20, 21, 22
derivative control, 164
determinism, 213
Dickerson, Andrew, 1, 139
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Digital Morphology, 208
dog: performing wet-dog shake, 1, plate 1; 

wet-dog simulator, 1–2
dolphins, sharks and, 101–2
Dorgan, Kelly, 42–48, plate 5
Draco (green lizard), 77
drafting, trout, 133
drag: Fastskins suits reducing, 103; shark-

skin, 102
Dudley, Robert, 77
Duke University, 204
dynamic similarity, 103

Eciton burchellii (army ant), 188
Edgerton, Harold, 7
Edgerton Center, 21
EPFL, 172
efficiency, word, 9
electromyography (EMG), 136–37
elephant, 4; bones of, 66, 68, 210; 

 urethra of, 65, 67; urine stream of, 
64–65, plate 6

energy transfer, concept of, 14
Euler buckling, 25, 69
exoskeleton: energy-saving, 114–15; 

human locomotion, 120–24; pneumatic, 
116; rehabilitation robotics, 115–16; 
walking, 114–24; wearable, 123

eyelashes: air movement at eye, 92–93; 
allergy patients and length of, 88–89; 
camels, 94; constant proportion of, 
91; density of, 90; as filtration system, 
95–96; flow streamlines, 94; human 
health and, 88–89; measurements of, 
90; optimal length, 90, 93, 94; photo-
graphs of goat’s, plate 7; water evapora-
tion and, 93–94

Fairhurst, Fiona, 103
Fastskins, 103
Fearing, Ron, 151
Federal Aviation Administration, 212
Fernandez-Nieves, Alberto, 184
fictive swimming, 171
fire ants, 179; ant rafts of, 182–87, plate 

10; cluster slowly pulled apart, 183, 
plate 11; colony of, 180–82; escape 
of, 180–81; Pantanal of Brazil, 180; 
rheometers for testing, 184–86; self-
healing, 183; Solenopsis invicta, plate 10; 

submerged underwater, 180. See also 
army ants

fishing, 132–33. See also trout
flapper, 105; robotic, 106, 111
flow streamlines, 94
flow visualization, 21–22
fluid(s): flow of, 96–99; physics of mo-

tion, 9; shear, 96–97
fluidized bed, 52
fluid mechanics, 9; fluid out of urethra, 

66–67; shark-inspired surfaces, 102; 
tracers, 132–33; urination and, 62–64; 
use of oil, 102–3. See also urethra; urine

fluidstructure interaction, 87
flume (water tunnel), 105
flying snake(s): bracing for the landing, 

84–85; description of, 83–85; free-fall 
acceleration of, 83–84; geckos, 77; 
genus Chrysopelea, 76, 82, 83; genus 
Chrysopelea paradisi, 76; gliding prin-
ciple, 78, 79; gliding ratio of, 78; initi-
ating gliding, 80–81; Singapore police 
force and, 76–77; three-dimensional 
view of, 81

flying tree frogs, 77–78
forced laborer, 11
The Formation of Vegetable Mould through 

the Action of Worms (Darwin), 42
Foster, Danusha, 142
fouling, nature of, 30
Fox and Friends (television show), 203, 

204
Franks, Nigel, 188
friction, role in snake locomotion, 39–40
frictional anisotropy, snake, 36, 37
friction coefficient, snake, 35–37
Friday Harbor Marine Labs, 71
fruit fly, 14; aerodynamics of, 155; 

halteres of, 159–60; multiple exposures 
of, escaping encroaching object, 157; 
studying insect flight, 158–61

fuel economy: driving animal motion, 
13–14

fulcrum, 116
Full, Bob, 151, 162, 165–66

gait: alternating tripod, 56; animal loco-
motion, 136; Karman, 136–37; walking, 
116, 117

Galileo, 68
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Garcia, Guilherme, 69
Gatesy, Steve, 207
George Washington University, 188
Georgia Tech, 51, 90, 140, 181, 209, 212
Gerris remigis (water strider), plate 2
Gharib, Mory, 75
Gigantometra gigas (giant pond skater), 25
gliders: birds and, 82; flying snakes as, 

82–85
gliding: basic principle of, 78; snakes 

initiating, 80–81
global optimum, 13
global positioning system (GPS), 181, 197
goat: eyelashes of, 89–90, plate 7; urina-

tion, 63–64
Goldman, Dan, 48–54, 57
golf ball, 97–98; dimples on, 98; drag, 

98–99
Goodisman, Mike, 181–82
granular materials: sand, 50
gravitational energy, walking, 116
gravitational potential energy, 116
Gray, Sir James, 7, 34, 206
Gray’s Paradox, 7
Great Depression, 127
Griffin length, 46
Griffith, Alan Arnold, 46
Grillner, Sten, 168–72
On Growth and Form (Thompson), 6
Grubbly Farms, 209

hairs, legs of water striders, 18–19
Haldane, J.B.S., 79
halteres, 159–60
Harvard Museum of Comparative 

 Zoology, 104, 132
Harvard University, 60, 201
Headless Mike, 173
Henderson, Krazy George, 170
Herndon monument, 187
Herschbach, Dudley, 60
heterotrophs, animals, 3
Heyer, Ron, 79–80
high-speed camera: citizen science, 213; 

cockroach, 148; fire ants, 183; fruit 
flies 158; jellyfish, 72; mosquitoes, 
140; sandfish, 49; urination, 64; water 
striders, 28

Hinshelwood, Cyril, 96
Honda’s Asimo, 25, 125–26, 131

Howell, Paul, 140
human anatomy, 212
human health, eyelashes and, 88–89
humans, evolution and, 6
hummingbird, movement of, 22–23
Hutchinson, John, 209
Huxley, Julian, 68
Huygens, Christiaan, 177
hyper-redundant, sinuous animals, 41

Ig Nobel, 60
Ijspeert, Auke, 167–69, 171–77
incontinence, 205
inertia 34, 54, 96, 159
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay 

(IIT B), 148
Institute of Propulsion Technology, 102
International Swimming Federation, 103
internet of things, 192
inverted pendulum gait, walking, 116, 117
Irschick, Duncan, 206–7
isometry, 68, 90
isoflurane, 35
Isurus oxyrinchus (mako shark), 100–101

Jarayam, Kaushik, 147–54
jellyfish, 69–76, 210; Aequorea, 71, 72; 

body shape and flow, 73–74; dye visu-
alizations of vortex rings, 73, 74; laser 
illuminating, 71–73; Leuckartiara, 71, 
72; motion of, 69, 71–72; Neotourris, 
71, 72; Sarsia, 72, 74; shapes of, 71–73; 
studying motion of, 70–76; submarines 
and, 69–70, 75–76

Jesus Christ lizard, 5
Johns Hopkins University, 161
joules, 116–19

Karman gait, 136–37
Kármán vortex street, 135
Karolinska Institute, 168
Katija, Kakani, 69, 72
Khurram, Abeer, 205
Kilobot robot, 192, 195, 199, 201
kinematics, 125
kinetic energy, 14; walking, 116, 132
Koditschek, Daniel, 56, 57, 151

Labrador retriever, wet-dog shake, plate 1
laminar, 133
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lamprey, 167–74; central pattern genera-
tors (CPGs), 169–73, 175–78; computer 
model of spinal cord, 169, 171; fictive 
swimming, 171; robot Amphibot, 
172–73, 174; spinal cord measure-
ments, 169; traveling wave, 169

Lauder, George, 100, 104–6, 108–12, 
132, 133

Law of Urination, 67
Lee, Jusuk, 162–65
Lentink, David, 213
Leuckartiara (jellyfish), 71, 72
Liao, Jimmy, 132–38, plate 8
Lighthill, Sir James, 7
Lim, Norman, 81
localization, robots, 197, 198
locations: Atlanta Zoo (GA), 2, 63, 90, 

213; Austin (TX), 50, 52, 77; Barro 
Colorado Island (Panama), 188; Berke-
ley (CA), 48, 51, 147, 151, 162; Boston 
(MA), 100, 109, 181; Centers for 
Disease Control (Atlanta, GA) 139–40; 
Edgecombe (ME), 42; Edinburgh (Scot-
land), 168–69; Greenwich Village (NY), 
32; Iran desert, 48; Ithaca (NY), 124; 
Long Island (NY), 32, 115; New York 
City (NY), 12, 30–33, 156; Poughkeep-
sie (NY), 20; Raleigh (NC), 114, 121; 
San Juan Islands (Seattle, WA), 69; 
Singapore rainforest, 11, 76, 77, 79, 81; 
Stockholm (Sweden), 169, 171; Walden 
Pond (MA), 18

lotus leaf, 29
LZR suits, 103

McGeer, Tad, 128
McGuire, Jimmy, 77
McMahon, Thomas, 68
madarosis, 88–89
Maginnis, Tara, 149
Maladen, Ryan, 51
Mars rover Spirit, 55
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT), 21, 30, 32, 133, 211
material scientists, 8
mathematicians, 6–7
Mathematics Institute Library, 156
Matsumoto, Seiji, 205
The Mechanics of Swimming and Flying 

(Childress), 156

Melicertum (jellyfish), 72
Mendelson, Joe, 213
Mercutio, Peter, 89
micro-fabrication, 15, 28
MIT Applied Mathematics Lab, 21
Mitrocoma (jellyfish), 72
Mlot, Nathan, 181
Mongeau, Jean, 166
Montcastle, Andrew, 142–47
Mosauer, Walter, 34
mosquitoes: raindrop striking, 141–42, 

plate 9; rainstorms and, 139–42; 
rainstorm simulator, 140; sequences of 
raindrop striking, 141

movement: animal, for survival, 2–6; 
body size, 11–12; motion of snakes, 
12–13; physical principles, 8–9

MS-222, 136, 137, 169
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 

 Berkeley’s, 48

Nagpal, Radhika, 192, 201
National Geographic (magazine), 91
natural selection, Darwin’s theory of, 7
Navier-Stokes equations, 156
Neinhuis, Christoph, 29
Neotourris (bulletshaped jellyfish), 71, 72
Nereis virens (marine worm), 45
nervous system, 14
New Jersey Institute of Technology, 188
Newton, Isaac, 9, 126; Newton’s Law of 

Motion, 126
New York University, 30, 32, 156; super-

computer NESCE, 158
node, 175
nonNewtonian fluid, 184
North Carolina State University, 114, 121

O’Dempsey, Tony, 81
Oeffner, Johannes, 103–8
organ regeneration, 205
Osedax (polychaete), 47
Oxford University, 156

Papenfuss, Ted, 48–51
paradise tree snake (Chrysopelea 

paradisi), 76
particle image velocimetry (PIV), 133
Pascal, Blaise, 66
Pascal’s Barrel, 66, 67
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passive dynamic walking, 126, 127; 
manual tweaking for robot, 130–31; 
shape of the foot on robot, 128–29; 
two-legged robot, 128–32

Pasteur, Louis, 10
Patek, Sheila, 204
Paterson, Robert, 97
Periplaneta americana (American cock-

roach), 147, 153
Phialidium (jellyfish), 72
phototaxis, 201
physics: body size, 11–12; of fluid 

 motion, 9
pitch, 105
plants: autotrophs, 2
Pleurodeles waltl (redeyed newt), 174
polychaetes: creamy muds, 44, 47–48; 

Osedax, 47; photograph of marine 
worm, plate 5; research by Dorgan, 
42–48; species of, 47; stiff muds, 44–46

poppy seeds, Sandbot on, 58
Powell, Scott, 188–92
Prandtl, Ludwig, 96, 97, 133
pressure: concept of, 66; urethra, 66–67
proportional control, 164, 197

quadrotor, 148

rainstorms, mosquitoes in, 139–42
Rankine, William, 70
rat man, 33
Redi, Francesco, 136
Reid, Chris, 188–92, plate 12
research: active matter, 210; animal 

motion, 206, 208–10; Digital Morphol-
ogy program, 208; question of waste, 
203–4; taxpayer dollars, 203; use of 
basic, 205. See also locations

resilin, 144, 146
resistive force theory, 53
rheometers, 184–86; measuring viscosity, 

185; testing ants, 185–86
RHex (running hexapod), 56, 151
Ristroph, Leif, 158–60
Roberts, Tom, 120–21
Robostrider: athletic socks to power, 

27–28; description of, 26; photograph 
of, 27; winding, 28

robot(s): Amphibot, lampreyinspired, 
172–73, 174; benefits of snakelike, 

40–41; bristlebot, 194–95; Cornell 
Ranger, 124; CRAM (compressible 
robot with articulated mechanisms), 
153, 154; DASH (Dynamic Autonomous 
Sprawled Hexapod), 151–52; designing 
flying, 146; flying, 211–12; Honda’s 
walking, Asimo, 25, 125–26, 131; Kilo-
bot, 192–201; micro-fabrication, 15, 
151–52; RHex, 56; Robotuna II, 134; 
Robstrider, 26–28; Salamandra robotica 
(salamander robot), 176, 177; Sandbot, 
56–58; self-assembly experiments, 
198–200; soft robots, 210–11; swarms 
of, 192–201; walking, 124–27; Wilson 
Walkie, 127, 128

robota, word, 11
robotics, 8, 11, 115, 125, 151, 193, 210
Robotuna II, 134
Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin, 96
Rubenstein, Mike, 192–201
Ruina, Andy, 26, 124–26, 131
Ruiz, Lydia, 75

Sagan, Carl, 10
Salamandra robotica (salamander robot), 

176, 177
Sandbot, 56–58; photograph of, 57; on 

poppy seeds, 58
sandfish, 48–51, 59, 210; behavior of, 48–

49; burrowing in sand, 49–50; examin-
ing locomotion of, 51–52; fluidized bed 
for studying, 52–53; friction and, 54; 
motion in sand, 53–55; resistive force 
theory, 53; Scincus scincus, 49; X-ray 
image of, 49, 51; X-ray videos, 53

Sarsia (jellyfish), 72, 74
Sawicki, Greg, 114–23
scaling: bones, 69; physics of, 11; ter-

minal velocity, 79; urethra, 68; water 
striders, 17

Science Museum, London, 85
Scientific American (magazine), 168
self-cleaning, 29
self-healing, 183
shark(s): 3Dprint of skin replica, 109–

12; artificial shark scales, 111–13; con-
tragility of, 101–10; experiments with 
live, 105–6; fast skin of, 101–2; flags of 
sharkskin, 106–7; mako shark (Isurus 
oxyrinchus), 100–101; orientation of 
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scales in mako shark, 101; rough-
ness of skin, 100; Sphyrna tiburo, 
110; studying movement of, 104–5; 
swimming constantly, 100; swimming 
effectiveness, 106–7; swimsuit fabric 
for swimming speed, 107–8; vortex and 
sharkskin, 108

shear, 97
Shelley, Mike, 30, 37–39
Shishkov, Olga, 209
shrimp research, 204
Simon Fraser University, 127
Singapore police: flying snakes and, 

76–77
Singapore Zoo, 76
singularities, 156
smart composite microstructures (SCM) 

manufacturing, 151
Smith, Dave, 30
snake(s), 59; benefits of snakelike robots, 

40–41; boa constrictors, 33; coefficient 
of static friction, 35–36; contact sur-
face, 40; corn, 33, 37, 38, 39; earliest 
work of locomotion, 34–35; exposures 
of slithering, 34; forces in slithering, 
36, 37; friction coefficient, 35–37; gar-
ter, 33; hyperredundant, 41; iso flurane 
knockout gas, 35; locomotion of, 
32–35; motion of, 12–13, 31; resistance 
to sliding, 35, 36; reticulated python, 
33; role of friction in locomotion, 
39–40; sidewinding, 37; slithering on 
carpet and hardwood floor, 34; thread, 
33. See also flying snake(s)

Socha, Jake, 76–87
social media, 207, 213
Solenopsis invicta (fire ants), plate 10. See 

also fire ants
Speedo swimsuits, 107
Sphyrna tiburo (shark), 110
Spirit, Mars rover, 55
standing wave, 175
Stanford, 19, 211
strain gauge, 120
submarine(s): jellyfish and, 69–70, 75–76; 

propeller driving, 69–70; speed of 
sharks and Soviet K-222, 100; screw as 
heart of, 69–70

Summers, Adam, 208
surface area, tank treads, 55–56

surface tension: concept of, 12; properties 
of, 58–59; water striders, 16–18, 24

surgery, minimally invasive or laparo-
scopic, 41

Suter, Robert, 20
Swinney, Harry, 52

Tangorra, James, 105
tank tread, 55–56
Taylor, Elizabeth, 90
Tedrake, Russ, 211
Tennenbaum, Mike, 184
termites, 201
Thompson, D’Arcy, 6–7
threeD (3D) printing, 8, 60, 108–9; plat-

forms for army ant bridge construction, 
190; sharkskin replica, 109–12

thymol blue, 22, plate 4
Toh, Wendy, 81
tracers, 132–33
treadmill for shrimp, 204
trout: drafting, 133; electromyography 

(EMG), 136–37; experiments with, 
132–38; MS222 for killing fish, 
136–37; slaloms between vortices, plate 
8; swimming behind D-shaped cylinder, 
134–35

tuna, 53; robotic, 134
turkey, 120
twodimensional problem: insect flight, 

156; vortex wake, 134; walking robot, 
128

Tyrannosaurus rex, 204

under-actuated system, 125
University of Calgary, 142
University of California, Berkeley, 48, 

151, 162
University of California, Santa Cruz, 43
University of Chicago, 76, 156
University of Edinburgh, 168
University of Florida, 113
University of Maine, 42
University of Massachusetts, 206
University of Michigan, 115, 121, 205
University of Minnesota, 55
University of Pennsylvania, 201
University of Singapore, 81
University of Texas at Austin, 50, 52, 77
University of Washington, 208
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urethra: constancy of shape, 67; evolution 
of, 67–68; gender and, 65; isometry, 
68; of mammals, 64–66; Pascal’s Barrel, 
66, 67; pressure and, 66–67; schematic 
of urinary system, 65

urinary system, 61–62; anatomical 
diagrams of, 64–66; schematic of, of 
mammal, 65

urination: 21-second rule, 205–6, plate 6; 
detecting urinary problems, 205, 206; 
gravity and, 62; incontinence, 205; law 
of, 67; study of, 205; time, 61, 63–64, 
67; time for elephant, plate 6; zoo 
animals, 63–64

urine: farm animals, 63; fluid mechanics, 
62–63; kidney, 61; measuring flow rate 
of, 205

US Naval Academy, 187

Vallery, Haike, 15
Varanasi, Kripa, 30
Velia, 4
Versteegden, Luuk, 205
vertebrae, snakes, 41
Virginia Tech, 87
viscosity, 23, 30, 55, 96, 102
vitalism, 6, 213
Vlachos, Pavlos, 87
vortex/vortices: artificial shark scale 

flapper, 112; dye visualization of vortex 
rings, 73, 74, 75; generation by water 
striders, 23, 24; leading-edge, 108, 112; 
sharkskin, 108; slaloms between, plate 
8; trout swimming 134; visualizing 
impact of, 22, 23

walking: Achilles tendon, 114, 119–23, 
127; collisions with ground, 117; 
exoskeleton for human locomotion, 
114–16, 120–24; Honda’s robot Asimo, 
25, 125–26, 131; inverted pendulum 
gait, 116, 117; kinematic obsession 
with, 125; kinetic and gravitational en-
ergy, 116–17; muscles, 118–20; passive 
dynamic walking, 126; robots, 124–27; 
ubiquity in everyday life, 115–16

Wang, Jane, 155, 156
water-repellent organisms, 29–30

water spider, 20, plate 3
water striders, 5, 6, 12, 210; biomechan-

ics of, 19–20; flow visualization gener-
ated by legs of, 21–22; Gerris remigis, 
plate 2; Giganometra gigas, 25; hairy 
legs of, 18–19, 29, 30, 95, 182; mag-
nification of legs of, 24; Robostrider to 
study, 27–29; rowing on water surface, 
plate 4; scaling, 17; schematic of, 
standing on water, 17; surface tension, 
16–18, 24, 58–59; vortex generation 
by, 23; water-repellent organism, 
29–30

water treaders, 4
water-walkers, 4–5
wave-based propulsion, water-walkers, 20
wave theory, Denny’s, 20
Wen, Li, 109–12
Werfel, Justin, 201
wet-dog shake, 1; Labrador retriever per-

forming, plate 1; simulator, 1–2
whegs, 174
Whittlesey, Robert, 75
Wiggin, Bruce, 121
Wilson, John, 127
Wilson Walkie, 127–28
Winkler, Fritz, 52
Wisse, Martijn, 128
World War I, 45
worm(s), 30, 59; aerating soil, 40; bur-

rowers, 41–42; crack propagation 
strategy, 45–46; mathematical model 
for, 37–38; motion of, 44–45; move-
ment through soil, 42–43; Nereis virens, 
45; polychaetes, 42–48; propulsion by 
crack propagation, 45

Wright Brothers, 159

X-ray Reconstruction of Moving Morphol-
ogy (3D XROMM), 207–8

Yang, Patricia, 63, 67
yellow jacket wasps: crumple zone, 

143–44, 146–47; wing, 144
Yim, Mark, 201
YouTube, 213

Zectron, 146




